Fast and intuitive. The best way to protect and serve.

Thales Cogent LiveScan 5 Software
Ease of use

Optimized interfaces and usability ensure LiveScan 5.0 is easy to learn and efficient to use.

Fewer Clicks

Modern user interface requires fewer clicks for the same tasks.

Intuitive Capture Process

Guides operators through the biometric capture process.

Designed with Graphical User Interface Experts

Uses the latest user-centered methods to optimize interfaces and usability.

Web-Based Application

Can be accessed via an internet browser.

Training Mode

Easy, offline training helps users learn quickly without the risk of working in a live environment, helping operators get up to speed quickly.

Improved Searching Capabilities

Intuitive dropdown menus and more search fields.

Quality captures

Software automatically verifies capture quality so you and your officers don’t have to think twice about it.

Automatic Quality Checks

Real-time image quality check, auto-center, auto-contrast, and sequence verification.

Guided Capture Process

Visual cues guide users through the process, and an automatic trigger helps ensure excellent images.

Adaptability

The LiveScan 5 Software can be tailored to meet your needs.

Multimodal Capture

Demographic and multimodal capture capabilities for fingerprint, palm print, iris, facial, and SMT images.

Plug-and-Play Support for Auxiliary Devices

Biometric devices: fingerprint scanners, palm scanners, facial cameras, iris scanners.

Auxiliary devices: signature pad, flatbed scanner, MRZ reader, 1D/2D barcode reader, magstrip reader, passport reader, driver’s license reader, and FBI-certified printers.

Customizable Workflows and User Privileges

More flexibility* and security with customizable workflows and user privileges.

Adjustable Security Setting

Auto log-off can be set to your preference.

*As compared to prior LiveScan versions